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Hi DiNAs and welcome to the latest in a series of weekly blogs about things DNA while we 
are in lockdown. 

Developing a DNA Testing Plan 

Luckily for us as genealogists, most of the people in the various major DNA databases 
have been given a DNA test for Christmas or birthdays and while many are only interested in 
their ethnicity reports – the benefit to the rest of us are large numbers of potential cousin 
matches.  Unluckily for us, most of the people who have tested are only interested in their 

ethnicity and have not put up trees – making it very hard for us 
to find our common ancestors.  

But writing a DNA testing plan can provide us with a 
pathway to simplify our goal of finding matches AND 

common ancestors too. 

The primary goal of a genetic genealogist is to find 
relatives who will help us improve our knowledge of our 
family, for example by providing further information or 
even breaking down brick walls.  Before we do this, 

writing a testing plan (TP) will sharpen our focus on what we 
want to achieve.  Most TPs commence by choosing a relative and writing our TP objective.  
For example “Who is my cousin Fred’s great grandfather?”  Or “I am an adoptee; who are 
my biological parents?” Or “Is Fred really my cousin?” A TP will also give us an idea of who 
to test that may go some way to answering these questions. 

Once you have determined the question, then we can build out our tree to find living 
relatives, determining who are the best ones to test. 

One of the questions that I have is “What is the identity of one of my maternal great-
great grandfathers?” His son (my great grandfather) was born in 1858 and no father was 
shown on his birth certificate – he was given his mother’s surname.  A few years after his 
birth, his mother married and the youngster was “adopted” by his step-father and his 
surname changed. 

At the start of this journey, I needed to find a male relative with a paternal line leading 
directly to this ancestor and ask him to do a Y-chromosome test and record the haplogroup.  
I found a first cousin and when I received his results on FamilyTreeDNA (the only major 
testing company that does Y tests) the top 20 or so matches to him were all Smiths! (See Fig. 
1 below). 

These results gave me a strong indication that GG-grandpa’s surname was probably 
Smith and that I needed to find a family or individual with that name that lived, worked or 
visited near GG-grandma in 1857.  Part of the plan is also to find the Y haplogroup of a male 
descendent of the step-father and my GG grandmother to ensure that it is different from 
that of my G-grandfather; i.e. prove that my Great grandfather is NOT his child. 

I have managed to contact some of my cousin’s matches and am gathering information 
from them, but I need to find more individuals to test. 
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Figure 1: the top 20 or so matches 
showed that ancestors were Smiths 

With the odd exception 

As a rule of thumb;  

 Test 1st cousins to find most recent common ancestors (MRCA) at the  
Grandparents level; 

 Test 2nd cousins to find MRCA = Great Grandparents 

 Test 3rd cousins to find MRCA = 2xGreat 
Grandparents 

Tips for a Testing Plan 

 Choose one ancestor; 

 Write out your goal – what you hope to achieve; 

 Trace the descendants of your ancestor to current 
day; 

 Choose which descendant(s) to test – which will best 
help you reach your goal; 

 Prioritise which person(s) to test; 

 Test the oldest generation first; 

 Use shared matches to identify MRCA (see link to 
video from Blaine Bettinger below) 

 Assign the DNA from the descendant tested to a 
particular ancestor; and 

 Don’t forget to use traditional genealogical evidence as well as that from DNA. 

Further reading and information 

Blogs: MyHeritage guest post by Paul Woodbury: Developing a DNA Testing Plan  
This blog leads us through a plan to “determine the identities of ... biological 
parents”. 
Create a DNA Testing Plan by Diahan Southard 

Video:  Blaine Bettinger – MyHeritage Live 2019 Formulating a DNA Testing Plan 

Some other interesting information 

Ancestry has gone through a few changes since this video was made in December 2019, 
but it’s still very relevant.  Larry Jones made this video about DNA matches on his blog DNA 
Family Trees called DNA Family Trees Video AncestryDNA Match List Filter Update 

You can find more videos from Larry Jones on his DNA Family Trees site. 

  

https://blog.myheritage.com/2017/09/developing-a-dna-testing-plan/?fbclid=IwAR04PSAVqkvCw3OP_WahtXWxt-3xzONAhC1wlEQ5TPAFhCtbw_c_lUYQEj4
https://www.yourdnaguide.com/ydgblog/2019/4/24/create-a-dna-testing-plan
https://education.myheritage.com/webinar/formulating-a-dna-testing-plan/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ug4GW3ok_es&fbclid=IwAR3Cv9J30yKLfOJXzcxB7b_CM3nQ98C01di-Cpx-x5dXQ1ZmU7zVgzX_uL4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUdPp7Zk49yj4OL1gP8HkvA
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Wot’s new on Ancestry?? 

This morning (Wednesday) I was invited to an Ancestry on the Record Zoom meeting.  
They told us that they now have over 18 million people who have tested their DNA – to put 
that in context, another few million and their database size will be the same as the 
Australian population! 1 

Later this week, Ancestry will be showing not only the cM size of our matches, but also 
the largest segment size too.  We will only see this 
on the match detail page, not on our match list, so 
we will not be able to sort on segment size...yet. 
(the question about whether we can sort was 

asked during the meeting, but who knows whether or not it may be included in the future?) 

They will also be removing all matches under 8cM UNLESS you have given them a colour 
button, or have a note or a message attached.  We did ask for them to include an on/off 
switch so we can make up our own mind about keeping the lower cM matches or not, but I 
doubt they are going to do this. 

Also, by the end of the year, they will be bringing in better ways of looking at Ancestry 

profile pages and the new hint ribbon for those of us who use Ancestry on mobile devices.  
This includes stand-alone hint pages so there will be no need to open new information in 
separate tabs or windows. 

Later in the year, they should be bringing in a search parameter called “Story Scout”, 
where we enter a grandparent’s name and it searches for on-line stories about that 
ancestor.  Story Scout was introduced specifically for USA users from the end of June this 
year. 

DNAPainter & WATO Webinars – just for us 

And don’t forget, Christine Woodlands will be presenting two Zoom webinars about DNA 
Painter and WATO (that are exclusive and FREE to our FHS members) this Saturday and 
Monday.  If you would like to attend, contact Jennifer Mullin by email at 
secretary@pmdfhs.org.au  

She will send us the Zoom link and any notes provided by Chris. 

  

                                                      
1
 Currently about 25.5 million - https://www.worldometers.info/world-population/australia-population/ 

mailto:secretary@pmdfhs.org.au
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Members’ Tips & Tricks 

This is an area for you to tell us something that you have discovered – a 
tip, a hint, a suggestion, some advice or recommendation that has helped 
you and that you would like to pass on to our members.  Email your MT2s to 
ken@winhunter.com 

This MT2  is from Pauline Every: 

I had a new match on MyHeritage at 32cM over 3 segments 
with no tree.  On checking Ancestry, I found him matched at 
7cM over 1 segment WITH a tree. 
Both sites showed him as a 3rd - 5th cousin so whilst there 
are no Shared Matches on Ancestry, MH does show his 
matches. 
Shared matches and a tree – it pays to cross-check all sites. 

mailto:ken@winhunter.com

